
Ready to start making memories?

125 NE 12th Street • Oak Island, NC 28465
3 BR | 2 BA |1,462 SQ. FT.

Life can change in a blink of an eye. Stories
can end and begin all in the same breath. The
cherished memories we make along the way
allow us to live in one moment one thousand
times over. This newly constructed home is
ready to be filled with those amazing
memories that you'll want to live over and
over again. Its classic charm invites you into a
light filled space with all the coastal elegance
you would expect from an island home. 



The soft color scheme and lovely board and batten trim work guide
you throughout the living, dining, and kitchen. The space lends
itself to many furniture arrangements with a bright and open feel.
The vaulted ceilings in the living room make the space feel grand
while the shiplap on the island separates the dining and kitchen
spaces in a coastal cottage way.  The craftsman style doors and
cabinets are cozy and relaxed with a touch of glam in the quartz
counters and backsplash. Stainless steel appliances including
refrigerator complete this gorgeous kitchen.



Past the large pantry towards the back door to the screened in
porch, you'll find the private owner's retreat tucked way in the back
corner of the house. The lovely details continue with a trey ceiling
accented with shiplap, a huge walk in closet with custom built in
shelving and a luxurious bathroom. A frameless glass barn door
slides seamlessly for you to enter the walk in shower tiled all the
way to the ceiling. The double sink vanity is topped with that bright
quartz and accented with more shiplap and pretty vanity mirrors
and light fixtures. All of which sit on a gorgeous tile floor. 



910-518-JESS (5377)
Call to get an exclusive look, and

start making memories


